IX.

Data Server Configuration

A.

Data services

1.

TDS

The backbone of the PacIOOS data system is the data service. On the back-end of
this system is an OPeNDAP-based architecture. In this section, the data transport
tools are described.

a)
configuration
There are two different types of configuration files that are important. The first,
threddsConfig.xml, is for the TDS operations. The other consists of sets of XML
files that comprise the data catalog.
The main catalog is catalog.xml. This file contains descriptions of all the data to
be served, either by directly specifying the data set name (and path) or by specifying
some other server, or by specifying a sub-catalog.
For example, the entry
<datasetRoot path="my/test"
location="/export/lawelawe1/" />
<dataset name="Levitus" ID="levitus"
urlPath="my/test/levitus.nc" >
<serviceName>thisDODS</serviceName>
</dataset>
specifies the NetCDF file levitus.nc (specified with the urlPath tag), found in the
directory /export/lawelawe1 (specified with the location tag). The data set will
show up on the THREDDS page under the link "Levitus" (specified by the name tag).
The ID and path tags are used to uniquely identify the data set.
A sub-catalog is specified in the catalog.xml file with a catalogRef tag, e.g.,
<catalogRef xlink:href="idd/roms\_scalar.xml"
xlink:title="ROMS scalar vars" name="" />
The xlink:href tag specifies the location and name of the new catalog (note the
directory/usr/local/tomcat/content/thredds/idd contains all these subcatalogs). Again, the xlink:title tag is what shows up on the TDS web page (as a link
to the DAP page).
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The initial sub-catalogs that have been developed are for the model output, and
required some special code for the non-standard grid and variables. For example,
the roms_scalar.xml file starts with the following header information:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<catalog name="HI-ROMS Catalog"
xmlns="http://www.unidata.ucar.edu/namespaces/thredds/In
vCatalog/v1.0"
xmlns:xlink="http://www.w3.org/1999/xlink">
<service name="allServices" base=""
serviceType="compound">
<service name="dapService" serviceType="OpenDAP"
base="/thredds/dodsC/"/>
<service name="wcs" serviceType="WCS"
base="/thredds/wcs/"/>
<service name="wms" serviceType="WMS"
base="/thredds/wms/"/>
<service name="ncss" serviceType="NetcdfSubset"
base="/thredds/ncss/grid/"/>
</service>
The rest of the xml file defines a dataset tag, wherein the metadata, link names and
variables are defined or re-defined). For example:
<dataset name="HI-ROMS Nowcast/Forecast Test">
defines the name attribute (this shows up as text on the TDS page for this data set as
more or less a title). This is followed by some metadata attributes. The critical next
part is the datasetFMRC tag:
<datasetFmrc name="HI-ROMS Forecast Model Test"
path="hioos/roms-scalar">
<netcdf
xmlns="http://www.unidata.ucar.edu/namespaces/net
cdf/ncml-2.2">
<aggregation dimName="runtime"
type="forecastModelRunCollection"
recheckEvery="10min">
<scan location="/export/lawelawe1/model/ocn/roms/2009/"
suffix=".nc" dateFormatMark="hiig_#yyyyMMdd"
subdirs="false" olderThan="5 min"/>
</aggregation>
The first line contains the text that will show up as the link to the DAP page (i.e., "HIROMS Forecast Model Test" will be displayed). The scan location tag gives the
directory where the data are, with attributes suffix the wildcard and
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dateFormatMark describing the way the individual data set names contain date
information (e.g., the file for May 21, 2009 would have the name
hiig_20090521.nc).
The next section of the xml file contains a map from the NetCDF variable names to
more "standard" names. This is done for all the ROMS ocean variables. In this case,
the ocean model uses different (x,y,z) grids for all the variables as follows:
eta
T, s
u
v
w

(xi_rho,eta_rho)
(xi_rho,eta_rho,s_rho)
(xi_u,eta_u,s_rho)
(xi_v,eta_v,s_rho)
(xi_rho,eta_rho,s_w)

and the associated xml (one variable example) is:
<variable name="xi_rho" shape="xi_rho" type="double">
<attribute name="units" value="degrees_east"/>
<values start="-163.83069727891120"
increment="0.03860544217687"/>
</variable>
Finally, the xml file can "hide" a certain number of variables from the server
(variables that people typically don't need):
<remove type="variable" name="ubar"/>
<remove type="variable" name="DU_avg1"/>
<remove type="variable" name="DU_avg2"/>
will hide the variables ubar, DU_avg1 and DU_avg2 from the TDS list.
b)
example usage
Once the TDS is configured, it restarts with tomcat (or it can be deployed with the
tomcat admin page). The top catalog for TDS, catalog.html, lists all the data
groups (Figure 25). The data groups are defined in
/usr/local/tomcat/content/thredds/catalog.html. Selecting one of
the categories brings up a more specific page for that data category. These dataspecific pages are defined in
/usr/local/tomcat/content/thredds/idd/*.xml.
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Figure 25. The top catalog page for the PacIOOS TDS. The data categories and links are defined in the
file /usr/local/tomcat/contents/thredds/catalog.xml. The page can be accessed at
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds.

For example, clicking on “Atmospheric Model Output” brings up the data access
pages for the atmospheric model output (Figure 26). This output is described in the
previous section and includes three locally-run WRF model configurations and the
global NCEP output. The dataset attributes are defined in atm_mod.xml, along
with similar files for the other datasets, in
/usr/local/tomcat/contents/thredds/idd.
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Figure 26. Example TDS page for PacIOOS atmospheric model output.

Selecting one of these data sets gives the specific page for that data set. Figure 27
shows the page for the NCEP model. Similar to other forecast models, the NCEP
page has three possible choices. The first, “Best Time Series” will construct a
timeseries based on daily runs. If, for some reason, there is no output for a
particular day, the server will use the forecast for the previous day’s run. Thus, a
single URL will provide a continuous timeseries.

Figure 27. TDS page for NCEP global atmospheric model output.

The other three links provide OPeNDAP URL’s for different time-step sampling. The
first, “Forecast Model Run”, provides links to each day’s model output. These are
not aggregated in any way, so a page (URL) is created for each output file. The
second, “Constant Forecast Date” gives a page (URL) for each time-step (forecast
time) of each file. The final link is to “Constant Forecast Offset”. This is a way to
access a specific forecast time from each dataset, for example, one could access the
12-hour forecast created each day.
Selecting any gives the TDS page for accessing the data. These pages are all similar
in the sense that they contain three main items: metadata about the particular data
set, links to accessing the data set (e.g., OPeNDAP, WMS, etc.), and direct links to the
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data viewers (e.g., LAS, DChart, etc.). Figure 28 shows the page for the “Best Time
Series” of the NCEP Global Atmospheric Model.

Figure 28. "Best Time Series" page for NCEP global atmospheric model.
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The metadata for each data set includes summary documentation, contributors, key
words, projects, creators, publishers, variables, coverage (spatial and temporal), and
properties. The remaining information on the page provides a list of the access
pages and viewers. In this case, the data are available via OPeNDAP, NetcdfSubset,
WMS, WCS, ISO (metadata pages) and NCML. The viewers include IDV, NetCDF-Java,
Godiva2, LAS, ERDDAP, DChart and the PacIOOS viewer. These are all examples of
OPeNDAP-enable client software and servers. Figure 29 shows the OPeNDAP page.

Figure 29. OPeNDAP info page for NCEP global atmospheric model, "Best Time Series".

The OPeNDAP page in Figure 29 provides the URL to access the data via client
software (in Data URL box), but also gives the variables, dimensions and attributes.
These can be access by selecting “Get ASCII” or “Get Binary”. In comparison, Figure
30 shows the result of the NetCDF subset page (Access link number 2 in Figure 29).
This tool allows one to subset the data set via a more use-friendly page.
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Figure 30. NetCDF subset page for NCEP global atmospheric model "Best Time Series".

2.

ERDDAP

a)
configuration
ERDDAP runs within tomcat similar to TDS. PacIOOS has had problems with tomcat
restarts, so ERDDAP is isolated on a single instance of tomcat, installed in
/usr/local/tomcat-erddap/content/erddap. There are two
configuration files, setup.xml for the system-wide ERDDAP configuration and
datasets.xml for the entire data catalog (unlike TDS, ERDDAP has a single file
with all data sets listed).
The setup files contains information about the organization, points of contact, entry
URLs, etc. The dataset catalog has all the information about specific data sets that
are served by ERDDAP. The file can specify local files and catalogs, and/or remote
catalogs.
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The initial ERDDAP page has a search tool that just accesses the ERDDAP datasets,
and PacIOOS bypasses this to link straight to the data listing (Figure 11). Each data
set is listed by title and there are many links to various features. The data set itself
is listed under “Title”. To the right are various meta-data links, including a popup
box with a short description (“Summary”), meta-data information from the file itself
(“Meta-data Information” link), “Background Information” provides a link to the
original data source (configurable). Further to the right are links to get RSS or email alerts when the data are updated.
To the left of the data list are the data access links. The first ones provide the Data
Access Form (“Grid DAP Data” for gridded data and “Table DAP Data” for nongridded data). There is an additional column for generating a map via a Web
Mapping Service (WMS).
b)
example usage
ERDDAP runs in tomcat, and due to conflicts it is configured in a single instance of
tomcat. The service runs on port 8080 and is proxied, similar to TDS, as
https://pae-paha.pacioos.hawaii.edu/erddap/index.html.
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Figure 31. PacIOOS ERDDAP top-page showing the data catalog list. Each dataset is identified by a title,
and ERDDAP provides links to DAP, WMS and various metadata pages.
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Figure 32. Data Access Forms from ERDDAP. The upper panel shows an example DAF for gridded data,
and the lower panel is for point data. In both cases, the DAF allows the user to subset in space and/or
time, pick the variable of interest, and then either download the data in a number of formats (File type
pull-down) or provide the URL for a data service.
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Figure 33. ERDDAP WMS example. The service provides a URL so that the image may be used in a WMSenabled client.
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Figure 34. ERDDAP Graph function. The final option in ERDDAP is to "make a graph". The above
example shows this page for a particular dataset and demonstrates how users can select graph type,
axes, colors, times, etc. The result can then be saved to a file or included into a web page.

3.

GeoServer

a)
configuration
The PacIOOS GeoServer accesses a PostGIS database and provides layers to the
GeoExplorer. In addition, it provides access via WMS, WFS, WCS, TMS and GWC.
The configuration is complex [FILL IN HERE]
Server
Admin Acct
Password
GeoNetwork server (45)
Administrator
xxx
GeoNetwork
admin
xxx
Database Server (46)
Administrator
xxx
PostGRESQL
postgres
xxx
MapServer (48)
Administrator
xxx
GeoServer
pacioos
xxx
Test Server (50)
Administrator
xxx
ArcGIS Server
pacioos
xxx
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GeoNode Server
GeoNode
Server

Administrator
pacioos
Administrator

xxx
xxx
xxx

b)
example usage
[FILL IN HERE]
4.

Sensor Observation Service

The Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) web services (OWS) include services for
maps (WMS), features (WFS) and vector data (WCS). Sensor Observation Service
(SOS) is something like a WFS, although SOS is specifically for sensor data, while
WFS is more generic. These services have the following operations:
• SOS: GetCapabilities, DescribeSensor, GetObservation
• WMS: GetCapabilities, GetMap, GetFeatureInfo
• WCS: GetCoverage
• WFS: GetCapabilities, GetFeature, DescribeFeatureType
Following the IOOS guidelines, SOS is implemented following the OOSTethys
convention and code-base. At the time when it was installed, there were several
packages, but most relied on reading data from MySQL database. Since PacIOOS is
using a flat-file system, and since most data are in NetCDF, the decision was made to
use the SOS version written in Java that reads NetCDF files in a flat file system. This
is the OOSTethys version written by Luis Bermudez.
Sensor Observation Service is a method for providing sensor data from a local
database to remote users. To date there has been no request for data via SOS, and
there have yet to be identified SOS-enabled client tools, so the development and
maintenance of this particular service has had low priority.
The National Data Buoy Center (NDBC) runs a fairly robust SOS, and so it will be
used as an example for this type of data service. First, a link is made to the SOS
server, e.g., http://sdf.ndbc.noaa.gov/sos/server.php, and arguments are appended
as described below:
GetCapabilities: This function returns metadata about this service. (Not fully
implemented.) Parameters include:
A. request = GetCapabilities
B. service = SOS
DescribeSensor: This function returns detailed sensor charactertistics. (Not fully
implemented. Only returns position at this time.) Parameters include:
C. request = DescribeSensor
D. OutputFormat = text/xml;subtype="sensorML/1.0.0"
E. procedure = urn of sensor to describe (see procedure in
GetCapabilities response)
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F. service = SOS
G. version = 1.0.0
GetObservation: This function returns observation data of the specified type for the
stations within the specified start and stop dates. (Not fully implemented - Currently
returns single point or vertical profile for a specified station and date/time or
date/time range. Bounding box to be added.) Parameters include:
H. request = GetObservation
I. service = SOS
J. version = 1.0.0
K. offering = urn:x-noaa:def:station:noaa.nws.ndbc::<station ID>
L. observedproperty = one of the following:
1. currents
2. salinity
3. waterlevel
4. watertemperature
5. waves
6. winds
M. responseformat = one of the following:
1. text/xml;schema="ioos/0.6.1"
2. application/ioos+xml;version=0.6.1
N. eventtime = <DateTime or DateTime1/DateTime2> (optional
parameter)
1. DateTime is formatted as 2008-06-04-T00:00:00Z or 200806-04-T00:00Z. (At this time, only the seconds are optional)
2. When this parameter is omitted, the most recent observation
is returned.
O. featureofinterest = BBOX:<min_lon>,<min_lat>,<max_lon>,<max_lat>
(Not yet implemented)
The return is an XML file that can be ingested into client software or translated via
XSLT. An example SOS server is available from OOSTethys in different formats. The
implementations are specified by operating system (e.g., Linux, Mac, etc.), database
type (e.g., MySQL, SQLite, xenia, etc.), and web scripting (e.g., php, python, java, etc.).
The initial SOS for HiOOS is based on the java implementation for OPeNDAP/NetCDF
sources.
a)
configuration
As a java program, the files come as a .war file and are in
the/usr/local/apache-tomcat-6.0.18/webapps/ directory. The
oostethys/WEB_INF/classes/config subdirectory contains the
configuration file oostethys.xml. This file is where the data sets get specified.
b)
example usage
The SOS is minimally used, so it is only briefly described here. The entry page is at
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/oostethys/ and is shown in Figure 35. The top link
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checks the server, and the bottom link goes to the code. The middle link is for the
capabilities page (xml response).

Figure 35. PacIOOS SOS interface.

5.

DAPPER

DAPPER is an OPeNDAP server used primarily for non-gridded, station data (e.g.,
profile data, in situ moorings, etc.). It can read data from either a local database (and
aggregate) or from a remote OPeNDAP server. The output from DAPPER is mainly
to DChart (see section on DChart) but theoretically can serve data to any OPeNDAPenabled client or other OPeNDAP servers. DAPPER uses MySQL to organize and
access datasets.
a)
configuration
The main configuration for DAPPER is /usr/local/dapper2.2.0/etc/dapper.properties. In this file the databases, cache, file
directory, etc. are defined.
Files get loaded in DAPPER either via raw NetCDF (directory defined in
dapper.properties} or by the script dapperload.sh. The first step is to
create a "database" and then a "dataset". Note these are equivalent to the MySQL
terms "database" and "table". As an example:
dapperload.sh -u dapsql -p sirot create nearshore ns01
will create a database called "nearshore" with a dataset called "ns01". The
username and password for dapperload are created in MySQL. Note that the
dapperload databases and datasets can be queried and/or modified using raw
MySQL commands. For example,
mysql -u root –p;
show databases;
use nearshore;
show tables;
will list all the databases, select the near-shore one, and then list all the tables
(datasets) in that database.
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DAPPER was designed to load and serve profile data, i.e., data that is a function of
depth but not time. In order to load time-series into DAPPER, the dataset name
needs to either include "_time_" or end with "_time". The "dataset" name is what
is displayed in the DAP url.
The next step is load a file (or set of files) into the "dataset". This is done again using
dapperload.sh:
dapperload.sh -u dapsql -p sirot load nearshore ns01
ns01_2008_04_17.nc
This will load the data from ns01_2008_04_17.nc into the DAPPER dataset ns01. A
set or list of files can be loaded using the "-l" option:
dapperload.sh -u dapsql -p sirot -l file_list.01 load
nearshore ns01
will load all the files listed in file_list.01. Table 58 summarizes the DAPPER
databases.
database
ais
bathy
beach_cam
dhw
glider
hfr
model

files

hourly AIS
misc bathymetry files
beach photos
degree heating weeks data
glider data
HFR data
atm, nocm, ocn, ore, scud,
tide model output
nearshore
all daily nsXX NetCDF files
single files with all times
nss
individual NS files
satellite
ghrsst
sealevel
UHSLC “fast” hourly data
UHSLC “fast” daily data
UHSLC “fast” monthly data
uhslc
individual files from SCL
waterqualbuoy
time series from WQB
wqb
individual files from WQB
Table 58. DAPPER database entries.

DAPPER references datasets via the dataset name by appending a .cdp. The dataset
name is also added in the dapper.properties file.
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b)
example usage
The server has a script /usr/local/dapper-2.2.0/dapper.sh to stop and
start the DAPPER server. Once started, DAPPER runs via port 9090 and can be
accessed at http://lawelawe:9090/dods (proxied to
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/dapper) Similar to SOS, the user interface to DAPPER is
unimpressive since the main purpose of DAPPER is as a data server to DChart.
Error! Reference source not found. shows the DAPPER entry page.

Figure 36. PacIOOS DAPPER page.

6.

DataTurbine

DataTurbine (DT) is a real-time streaming data engine that allows for quick datastreaming from a variety of sensors. It acts as a "black box" to which applications
and devices send and receive data. It is mainly used in PacIOOS to get data from
WQB’s and NSS’s into a database.
a)
configuration
There are two instances of PacIOOS DT, one at the Kilo Nalu site, and the other on
the machine in Chee’s lab (bbl.acnl.hawaii.edu). The first records the data coming off
sensors at KN, and then an rsync is done with the local machine. Further, there are
two web interfaces to the DT. One is a “realtime buffer”, at
http://bbl.ancl.hawaii.edu:8080/RBNB/, and the other is the archive side of DT, at
http://bbl.ancl.hawaii.edu/kilonalu-data/ . It is not clear how data get written to
one or the other. The ring buffer site lists all the instruments currently being
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archived, and individual pages have the “latest” data value. The archive side has all
the prior data, and is arranged by location, instrument and date.

Figure 37. PacIOOS DataTurbune pages. The left side is the real-time (ring buffer) and the right is the
archive.

b)
example usage
Most of the access to DT is done via automatic scripting, either through python (e.g.,
the water quality page) or by wget (e.g., the NSS archive). Note that the water
quality page reads from the RBNB side of DT, and the NSS/WQB data conversions
are done using the archive side.

B.

Data Browsing Tools

The data services described in the previous section provide access to the data
streams. In this section, the tools that allow users to view, subset and optionally
download data are described. Again, as with the data transport tools, the software
used is either developed locally or is free, open-source code. All tools provide webbased access to the data and therefore the only requirement is a web browser and
network access.
It should be noted that some of the data server tools provide both transport and
browse capability. The main use, at least within PacIOOS, is where these tools are
described. For example, ERDDAP provides OPeNDAP capabilities, but also allows
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users to display and subset data via on-line maps and figures. Finally, the main GIS
service in PacIOOS, GeoServer, is described in this section, but it is more than a data
browsing tool as it provides GIS analysis capabilities. At this point, however, it is
mainly used to search and display maps and features.
1.
LAS
The main web browsing tool that allows for on-the-fly figure preparation and
optionally data downloading is the Live Access Server (LAS). LAS was developed at
the NOAA Pacific Marine Environmental Lab (PMEL). It is a Java-based set of
routines that allow users to browse data in a graphical way. The code is run from
/usr/local/las.v7.2.1 (aliased to /usr/local/las). There are scripts for
starting the service (startserver.sh) and stopping it (stopserver.sh).
a)
configuration
LAS runs in a tomcat container, like the servers described above. The data sets are
configured using xml files in
/usr/local/tomcat/content/las/conf/server. Most files are read from
the TDS, and the configure file gives the URL. For example, the atmospheric model
output, WRF, for the Hawaiian Islands has a configuration file wrf_hi.xml, and the
TDS URL is given in the datasets tag:
<datasets>
<wrf_hi name="WRF Hawaii Regional Atmospheric Model"
url="http://lawelawe.soest.hawaii.edu:8080/thredds/dod
sC/hioos/model/atm/wrf_hi/WRF_Hawaii_Regional_Atmosphe
ric_Model_best.ncd">
The xml file also contains tags for variable names and attributes (if necessary). It is
also possible to put data into LAS without reading from a TDS.
b)
example usage
The interface for LAS is http://oos.soest.hawaii.ed/las. Error! Reference source
not found. shows the top page. The first step is to “choose dataset” using the box in
the upper left corner. When clicked, this brings up the entire list of data. For this
example, the data set chosen is the ROMS output for the Hawaiian Islands (Figure
39). Once selected, the data set variables are displayed; for this example, salinity
was chosen.
The resulting page (Figure 40) shows the variable selected as a color shaded plot. In
the top left corner a user can change the domain either through click-drag (select
the square icon above the map) or by entering the latitude and longitude ranges in
the boxes below the map.
The default for data of this type is a lat/lon map view. If a different plot is selected,
however, the options and map change. For example, if a time-series is desired (and
selected), the user can only enter a single point in the map (again either via click or
entering lat/lon values in the boxes), and the “Date” pull-down changes from a
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single time to a start and end time. LAS will recognize the data dimensions when
loaded, so data without lat/lon ranges will only permit time-series plotting, or if
data do not have depth attributes, depth profiles aren’t listed as options.
Once all the desired ranges are selected, a plot is generated by selecting the “Update
Plot” box along the top. There are more selections at the top menu to animate the
plot, export to Google Earth, save, print, etc.

Figure 38. The PacIOOS LAS main page.
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Figure 39. Data selection menu in the LAS.

Figure 40. Example LAS plot.
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2.
DChart
DChart is a web-browsing tool usually used to subset and display in situ profile data,
although it can be used to display and save data from any OPeNDAP source. It was
developed by Joe Sirot at NOAA's Pacific Marine Environmental Lab (PMEL). DChart
comes with DAPPER and thus the data sets served are usually associated with the
DAPPER database. It can read data from the local archive (via DAPPER) or from a
remote OPeNDAP server. It then provides the user with options to select certain
profiles (geographically, or temporally), variables and time ranges. The output
formats include a NetCDF download, a data display in the browser or via Google
Earth and/or Google Map. Figure 41 is an example view of the PacIOOS DChart.

Figure 41. DChart page showing an example data set (temperature vs. salinity for a near shore sensor).

a)
configuration
DChart comes bundled with DAPPER and is a subdirectory under the DAPPER
directory structure. DChart gets started when DAPPER is started, and the files that
control DChart are in a subdirectory of DAPPER (/usr/local/dapper/dchart).
b)
example usage
The user first selects a data set (the list is generated from data in DAPPER). Once
selected, the options change accordingly. For example, the variable list is generated
based on the data. A location map is given in the upper left to show where the data
are collected. The center panel gives options for setting the plot type. Users can
choose a time-series, property vs. property, or to save the data to a file. Panels on
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the right are then updated given the type of plot selected. There are panels to select
the variable of choice and sliders to select time and spatial ranges. Finally, the plot
is generated by clicking on the “plot selected” tab.
Once the figure is shown, there are options to zoom and/or pan the image by
clicking on the arrows. If instead of a figure the option to “export data” is selected, a
popup will give users the options to save the data in a specific format.
3.

ERDDAP

The ERDDAP server, described earlier, acts as both a data service and as a data
browsing tool. Section C2 gives the details of ERDDAP.
4.

Voyager (Data Viewer)

The core data-browsing tool is the Hawaii Data Viewer. This is a map-based tool for
displaying data as overlays. The viewer, developed by John Maurer, uses the Google
Map API as foundation for the overlays. The view was initially developed to show
the PacIOOS assets in the Hawaiian Islands, and thus has been called the Hawaii
Data Viewer, but technically it can be used to show any geographic location. The
viewer is linked to the web pages when the Hawaiian Islands group pages are active,
or directly at http://www.soest.hawaii.edu/hioos/map/.
Figure 12 shows the viewer with the default background. The list on the left
contains all the available layers. Some are static datasets or premade images, others
are generated and updated by feeds from remote servers, and still others are
generated from the PacIOOS servers. The list is ever-growing, but includes:
• doppler radar: live feeds from the National Weather Service, the maps get
updated every 2 minutes; options include short-range reflectivity, velocity,
precipitation, etc.
• hazards
o air quality
o drought
o earthquakes
o emergency shelters
o flood hazard zones
o tsunami evac zones
o tsunami heights
o unexploded ordnance
o volcanoes
• nautical charts
• bathymetry (depth)
• waves
o PacIOOS wave buoys
o NDBC buoys
o CDIP wave buoys
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•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•
•

tide and water level
o DART stations
o IOC stations
o NOS shore stations
surface currents (HFR)
satellite data
o ASCAT
o AVHRR
o GOES
o Jason
o SeaWifs
o MODIS
o QuikSCAT
weather forecast
surf forecast
tide forecast
ocean forecast
maritime boundaries
o three nautical miles
o territorial sea
o contiguous zone
o EEZ
geographic boundaries
o antemeridian
o equator
o international date line
o prime meridian
o tropic of cancer
o tropic of capricorn
navigation
o aids to navigation (beacons, buoys, lighthouses, lights)
o boating facilities (anchorage areas, commercial harbors, launch
ramps, mooring buoys, pier only, small boat harbors)
o FADs
o Obstructions
o Ship locations
o Ship routes
seafloor infrastructure
o dumping sites (dumping, discontinued, explosives)
o sewer lines
o underwater cables
fish and wildlife
o monk seals
protected areas
o bottom fish areas
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•

•

•
•

o Coconut Island
o Conservation districts
o Fish replenishment
o Fisheries management
o Kaho’olawe
o National monument
o Natural area reserve
o Whale sanctuary
o Wildlife refuge
o Wildlife sanctuary
benthic habitats
o biology
o geomorphology
o geography
water quality
o nearshore sensors
o water quality buoys
o water quality sites
water resources
o stream gauges
o rain gauges
ocean observatories
o HOT
o Kilo Nalu

Figure 42. Hawaii Data Viewer top page.
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The viewer has many features for modifying or interacting with layers. Most of
these are available via options on the page, and some are internal features (for
example, [shift-click-drag] will zoom to a specified region). Of the page options,
there are three types: layout options at the top, drawing at the lower left, and dataspecific options.
At the top of the page are quick-zoom options to specific islands and beaches (note
that zoom-to-beach is not yet implemented). Also along the top of the viewer is an
option to cycle through domains (arrows), and a “link” box. This box allows users to
save, via a single URL, the map with all parameters and overlays (for example a user
can zoom to a certain area, overlay specific data, and then save the result as a URL to
reproduce the image). This link can either be emailed to another user or saved as a
link in a web page. Finally, consistent with the Google Map API, the basemap can be
changed to a satellite, terrain or map view.
In the lower left corner are another set of options. These allow the user to draw
latitude and longitude grid lines, click on a point to get range lines, draw a line to
show distance, or draw a polygon to get area. There are also links to clear these or
change units.
Finally, each data set has it’s own set of options once displayed. These include, for
example, changing the transparency of an overlay, changing color ranges, animation,
etc.
5.
Explorer (GeoServer)
Geospatial data services, including the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) standards
Web Map Service (WMS), Web Feature Service (WFS) and Web Coverage Service
(WCS) are available via the PacIOOS GeoServer.
GeoServer is an open-source server written in Java that allows users to share and
edit geospatial data. Designed for interoperability, it publishes data from any major
spatial data source using open standards. GeoServer has evolved to become an easy
method of connecting existing information to Virtual Globes such as Google Earth
and NASA World Wind as well as to web-based maps such as OpenLayers, Google
Maps and Bing Maps. GeoServer functions as the reference implementation of the
OGC WFS standard, and also implements the WMS and WCS specifications.
GeoServer reads a variety of formats, including PostGIS43, Shapefiles, GeoTIFF, etc.,
and through standard protocols it can produce KML, GML, Shapefile44, GeoRSS, PDF,
PostGIS is an open-source program that adds support for geographic objects to
the PostgreSQL object-relational database. PostGIS follows the Simple Features for
SQL specification from OGC.
44 OpenLayers is an open source JavaScript library for displaying map data in web
browsers. It provides an API for building rich web-based geographic applications
similar to Google Maps.
43
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GeoJSON, GIF, and more. It also includes an integrated OpenLayers client for
previewing data layers. Figure 13 is a schematic of the service. In the PacIOOS
implementation, the database is Postgres, the interface is PostGIS; the web browser
is OpenLayers.

Figure 43. Schematic representation of GeoServer.

The PacIOOS GeoServer is hosted on separate server machine, and the interface is
found at:
http://pacioos-mapserver2.ancl.hawaii.edu:8080/geoexplorer/index_pacioos.html
Figure 14 shows the default entry page. Note that the PacIOOS web site links to
individual domains via the “dashboard”. For example, if the region “American
Samoa” is selected, then “Pacific Data Explorer” links to the domain of American
Samoa (and not the entire Pacific).
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Figure 44. PacIOOS GeoServer page.

Different data/layers are obtained by selecting the “Overlays” folder. This brings up
a window wherein a user can select data from the PacIOOS database or other
distributed data. At the top are icons that when clicked provide some mapping tools
(print, rulers, metadata, pan, zoom) and a Google Earth option.

C.

Discovery Tools

The ability to search for data and data-services via the web is handled with a Web
Catalog Service (WCS). This type of service works as a link between metadata (both
about data and data services) and user requests to and about data holdings. The
OGC Catalog Service defines common interfaces to discover, browse and query
metadata about data, services and other resources.
In addition to the WCS, a user interface is used to assist in queries. These are
typically composed of maps, pull-downs or fill-in boxes that users enter their search
criteria. The back engine, then, is the CWS that searches both local, and optionally
remote, data catalogs. Data catalogs from remote servers that are access in a catalog
service are referred to as “brokered resources”.
A premium is therefore placed on metadata; having metadata in a recognized
standard allows the data set to be “harvested” by the catalog service. Beyond the
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metadata, the layout, or search process is also done in a standard or specific way.
These “published interfaces” include things like
• CSW/ebRIM-CIM
e-business Registry Information Model
• CSW/ebRIM-EO
• CSW/ISO
• CSW/ISO-GEO
• ESRI-GEOPORTAL
• GENESI-DR
• GI-CAT
• OPENSEARCH
• OPENSEARCH-ESIP
• OPENSEARCH-GEO
• OAI-PMH
And metadata standards are
1. ISO 19115 / 19115 part 2 / 19139 - descriptions of geodata, datasets,
imagery
2. FGDC Content Standard - descriptions of geodatasets
3. FGDC Biological Data Profile - descriptions of biological data
4. Darwin Core - descriptions of biological data
5. DDMS - descriptions of feature types and schemas
6. ABCD - descriptions of species datasets
7. EO-HMA - descriptions of earth observation products
8. Dublin Core - “universal” descriptions of resources
And data-services that handle metadata are:
• ATOM
• CDI
• CORE/SIMPLE
• CSW/CORE, CCMD, ISO, OPENSEARCH, ebRIM, ebRIM-CIM, ebRIM-EO
• DEGREE
• DIF
• DOWNLOAD
• ESRI-GEOPORTAL
• FILE
• GBIF
• GDACS
• GEONETWORK
• GEORSS
• GI-AXE
• GI-CAT
• ISO19115-2
• NCML-CF
• NCML-OD
• NETCDF-CF
• OPENSEARCH
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•
•
•
•
•
•

SOS
STATIC
THREDDS, THREDDS-NCISO, THREDDS-NCISO-PLUS
WAF
WCS/WFS/WMS/WPS
Web20

PacIOOS is currently running two CWS: RAMADDA and GI-CAT. These are described
in more detail next. Eventually one might be dropped depending on experiences.
1.

RAMADDA

The Repository for Archiving, Managing and Accessing Diverse DAta (RAMADDA) is
a catalog service developed at Unidata (like THREDDS). More precisely, it is a
publishing platform and content management system. It can run either in
“standalone” mode (as a command-line program) or via tomcat. PacIOOS initially
ran ramadda-1.1 within tomcat, and it seemed to cause problems with the other
services (tomcat was restarting every day). With the upgrade to ramadda-1.3, the
choice was made to use the standalone version.
a)
configuration
The RAMADDA files are in /usr/local/ramadda-1.3, and it is started by
running:
sh ramadda.sh &
This starts RAMADDA running, and in the program port 8082 is specified (RCF
proxies this). The interface is then available at
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/repository.
There is an administrator login (user name ramadda_admin, password is the same
as our tomcat manager). The administration page is shown in Error! Reference
source not found.. Once logged in as administrator, new catalog items can be
entered and site content and layout can be changed.
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Figure 45. RAMADDA Administration page.

The options are folder, file, link, home page, server-side files, remote ftp and
opendaplink.
b)
example usage
RAMADDA is organized around a hierarchical collection of Folders and Entries. You
can open a folder by clicking on its folder icon. Mousing over an entry of folder will
show a small popup icon listing entries in that item; clicking on it will show more
detailed information.
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Figure 46. Example RAMADDA data page.

Files may be added individually, or via the administrative page through the TREDDS
catalog. For PacIOOS we just load the TDS catalog.
The main use of RAMADDA is to search for data. This is initiated via the “search”
option at the top.
2.

GI-CAT

GI-CAT is a broker catalog service made by ESSI-Lab. It allows clients to discover
and evaluate geo-information resources over a federation of data sources. It also
publishes different catalog interfaces, allowing different clients to use the service.
This is a relatively new utility employed by PacIOOS, so it is not yet fully operational.
In addition to the catalog service, GI-CAT comes with a web-based data search tool
call GI-portal.
a)
configuration
The configuration of GI-CAT is done on-line using GI-conf. The configurator is linked
off the main GI-CAT page, or directly at http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/gi-cat/giconf/index.html. Once logged in, the configuration tool allows for “global settings”
and configuration. The global settings include password and endpoint for GI-CAT;
homepage title, subtitle and logo; proxy and harvesting settings. Initially, only the
endpoint has been changed from default to http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/gi-cat.
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The configure page starts with “configurations”. The “PacIOOS” configuration was
added using “new”. Once created, the configuration was “opened” and modified to
have specific “published interfaces” and “brokered resources”. The former include
CSW/ISO, GI-CAT, ESRI-GEOPORTAL and OPENSEARCH; the latter includes the
specific catalogs that are brokered (at present just the PacIOOS TDS and
GeoNetwork). Figure 47 shows an example configuration page.

Figure 47. GI-CAT configuration page for PacIOOS .

Each individual brokered resource, as added, requires a title, endpoint, type and
harvester schedule. Figure 48 shows an example. The key is the “endpoint field”,
which is typically the TDS catalog page, or in the case of GeoNetwork, the csw page.
Since it takes a long time to harvest the entire PacIOOS catalog, individual items
were added. This list will certainly be modified and expanded as the catalog service
becomes better understood.
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Figure 48. Example settings for a brokered resource (CoastWatch TDS catalog).

b)
example usage
The usage of GI-CAT is mainly via the application GI-portal. GI-portal accesses the
harvested catalogs in GI-CAT and provides an interface for users to search for data
by variable name, location (lat/lon), or time. At present this tool just responds with
metadata information, unlike RAMADDA that provides the links to the actual data
services. It is unclear at this point how useful this will be.
3.

GeoNetwork

D.

Web pages

The PacIOOS web pages are obviously the key component of the entire endeavor,
and creation and maintenance of these falls upon the DMG. Data services are also
integrally tied to the web pages, so data services and web services work together.
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The web pages essentially went through three iterations. The first was put together
by an ad-hoc group of local developers, including Sharon DeCarlo, Paul Johnson, Jim
Potemra, Peter Hacker, Marcie Grabowski and others. These initial web pages were
organized around the four themes, and data services were limited.

Figure 49. Initial PacIOOS (then HiOOS) web page.

Later, mainly through input and design ideas from Doug Luther, the pages were
redone to address specific user groups (Figure 17). The top page had links for
surfers, swimmers, etc. The pages were developed by Chip Fletcher’s programmer
(Chyn Lim). Users would self-identify and find information about particular topics.
These pages were confusing to some, much appreciated by others.
In mid-2010, Jennifer Patterson (formerly with the Kilo Nalu project) was hired to
completely revamp the HIOOS pages, in the process convert everything to the
PacIOOS brand, and develop the real-time data quality pages. The current pages
have a consistent format that includes a “dashboard” for each region.
The pages are all served from lawelawe and are proxied as
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu, or equivalently, http://pacioos.org (the latter
purchased from GoDaddy.com). There are three main features on the web site:
regional “dashboards” that appear when specific regions are selected, IOOS general
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content at the bottom of the page (links to other regions and partners), and menus
along the top.

Figure 50. Second version of the PacIOOS web page (still referred to as HiOOS).

The dashboards include real-time and forecast information about local tides,
weather, waves, etc.

Figure 51. PacIOOS top page (http://pacioos.org).
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The menus at the top provide links to all the subsequent pages. One of these, “Focus
Areas”, contains information about the main groups, i.e., water quality, ocean
conditions, modeling, etc.
Another important link is “Data Access”, which provides links to the data servers,
browsers and products.

E.

Statistics

An important metric for the PacIOOS DMS is access statistics. These are separated
between hits to the web page, which are tracked via Google Analytics, and access via
data services. The latter are tracked with AWStats.
Advanced Web Statistics, or AWStats, is a free tool that generates advanced web,
streaming, ftp or mail server statistics, graphically. This log analyzer works as a CGI
or from command line and shows all possible information in the apache log in a
graphical way. It uses a partial information file to be able to process large log files,
often and quickly. It can analyze log files from all major server tools like Apache log
files (NCSA combined/XLF/ELF log format or common/CLF log format), WebStar,
IIS (W3C log format) and a lot of other web, proxy, wap, streaming servers, mail
servers and some ftp servers.
a)
configuration
At present, PacIOOS is not running an ftp server, but AWStats is configured to
analyze the access to TDS, ERDDAP, SOS, LAS, and DChart. Before moving the
PacIOOS server from SOEST (POST-31) to ITS, we would get web logs from RCF.
Now we use our own. These are found in /usr/local/apache/logs and are
named access_log (for the current log). These get “rotated” every month, and
the past four months are saved (e.g., access_log-20170901.gz will have the
logs for the month of August).
Awstats has a few scripts that will scan and parse the apache log file and get the
statistics and then automatically generate an html file. The first step is to pull out all
the activity for the previous date; this is done using grep on the date field. The
output is written to a file (/usr/local/awstats/logstats/oos.log). Next,
grep is used to “ignore” certain IP addresses known to either be local or from
robots. Finally, two awstats scripts are run, logresolvemerge.pl and
fixhostname.pl.
The resulting ascii file is then further parsed for each server, e.g., TDS-specific calls
are written to tds.log, LAS-specific calls to las.log and so on. Once we have serverspecific files for each time period, awstats.pl is run to produce the web pages
with updated statistics. It should be noted that once this script is run, the
information is saved in /usr/local/awstats/data in a file that has the server
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and date in the name, e.g., awstats122016.pacioos-TDS.txt. If for some
reason the stats need to be re-done, this file will need to be removed.
The entire process is done via the cron job update_http_stats.s that runs
daily at 03:10 (this was done since RCF rotated their logs at 03:09 daily). It updates
AWStats, e.g.,
/usr/local/awstats/wwwroot/cgi-bin/awstats.pl config=pacioos-TDS update
This is run for each configuration file, and there is one for TDS, LAS, Dchart, ERDDAP
and SOS. The configuration files are in /usr/local/awstats/wwwroot/cgibin and have filenames awstats.pacioos-LAS.conf, for the LAS example.
The key lines in this file are specifications (path and filename) for the log file,
domain, hostname and data directory. This file also has the name for the logo
displayed in the web stats page.
b)
example usage
Figure 52 shows an example stats page for the TDS in March. The page contains
statistics for web hits, pages, download amounts, etc.

Figure 52. AWStats page.
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F.

Hardware

For historical reasons, the PacIOOS data server hardware is spread across three
different locations, including ITS, HIG and Keller. Originally, it all started with a
single server (lawelawe) in POST-31. This machine was co-located with the
modeling cluster. In March of 2015 both were moved to the new ITS building.
1. ITS
The original hardware consisted of a single Dell server (PowerEdge 2950) and 40TB
Xyratex RAID array. These were purchased in April 2008 and are referred to as
lawelawe.soest.hawaii.edu, the main PacIOOS data server machine. Since
the move to ITS, the domain name was changed to pacioos.hawaii.edu (IP is
now 128.171.123.50). It is running CentOS-5 and is the main server hosting the
PacIOOS web services, THREDDS, ERDDAP, etc.; basically everything except the
geospatial stuff. Attached via fibre is at 48TB Zyratex (48 bays with 1TB drives)
RAID array.
2. Keller-103
A backup server with attached RAID was purchased in mid-2011. The intent of
these machines were to be the main PacIOOS servers, with lawelawe acting as the
developmental machine. The two servers (Dell PowerEdge R610) were purchased
in July 2011, the two RAID arrays (Infotrend 48-TB enclosures) in May 2011. In
June 2014 a second purchase was made, this for a single Dell server (PowerEdge
R620) and 96TB RAID.
This system is running a virtual server, central.pacioos.hawaii.edu
(128.171.128.2). To get in, need to connect to the VPN 128.171.128.2 (user jimp),
then can ssh using 192.168.100.# or the alternate IP listed below in Table 59:
IP
192.168.100.2
192.168.199.3
192.168.100.9
192.168.100.10
192.168.100.11
192.168.100.12
192.168.100.13
192.168.100.31
192.168.100.32
192.168.100.33
192.168.100.37
192.168.100.39
192.168.100.40
192.168.100.41
192.168.100.42
192.168.100.43
192.168.100.47
192.168.100.48
192.168.100.49

Alt IP

128.171.128.179
128.171.128.6
128.171.128.181

Name
JoeCentOS (Mission Control)
Dell switch
VMA Server
JoeNAS
ESX1
ESX2
ESX3
Infotrend-1
Infotrend-2
Infotrend-3
Clone of SOW
Brocade switch
SonOfLawelawe
Lawelawe_Sr
Matlab_NFS
Kohei GeoServer
PacIOOS_BeachSafety_W2k8
PACIOOS_MAP_SERVER2_W2k8
PACIOOS_PGSQL_DB2_W2k8
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192.168.100.50
192.168.100.58
192.168.100.61
192.168.100.62
192.168.100.63
192.168.100.64
192.168.100.65
192.168.100.101
192.168.100.102
192.168.100.250
192.168.100.252
192.168.100.253
192.168.100.254

128.171.128.3

128.171.128.2-6
128.171.128.178-191

128.171.128.2-p3389

Abe_GeoNode_Ubuntu
PacIOOS1-345
BBL072512_61
BBLVM_62 kilonalu-sharedPW4kn
LawelaweSR
JimP NOAA Fisheries
AT&T XP 32bit
pfSense2 (All)
pfSense176
vSphereCenter5_w2008R2
Windows2012R2HyperV
Cabinet APC bar
Vcenter.pacioos.local

Table 59. PacIOOS VM cluster IP and machine names.

3. HIG-319
There are a number of machines in HIG-319 that were acquired over the past
several years. The oldest machine is a Dell PowerEdge 2950 and runs the BBL
services. This machine was inherited from Geno Pawlak. It handles the Data
Turbine instance. The first purchased machine was initially called pacioos and was
intended to handle all the geospatial services for PacIOOS. This machine is a Dell
PowerEdge R510 and was purchased in February 2010. It runs the geospatial
services (GeoServer, GeoExplorer, GeoNetwork) as well as the Beach Safety Site and
the DBEDT Cable Survey Site. In mid-2014 a set of machines was acquired from the
old EPSCoR grant (machines transferred from UH Hilo).
• Dell PowerEdge 2950 (bbl)
• Dell PowerEdge R510 (geospatial stuff)
• 3 Dell PowerEdge R710
• 2 Dell PowerEdge R210
• 1 Dell PowerEdge 2950
Tag No.

Asset

146393

11453

146394

11483

146723

11637

146724

11642

138148

9549

143198

10080

145245

10677

144614

928

147208
147331

538
452

145783

Description
Infortrend 48TB
RAID array
Infortrend 48TB
RAID array
Server Dell
PowerEdge
Server Dell
PowerEdge
Server Dell
PowerEdge
Xyratex 48TB
RAID array
Server Dell
PowerEdge
Server Dell
PowerEdge
Storage array
with switch
Server Dell
Server Dell
PowerEdge

Mnfctr

Model
No.

Serial No.

In
Service

Cost

Location

Storehouse

24FG1840

ES450000A104900041

5/13/11

14,447.00

Keller

Storehouse

24FG1840

ES450000A104900042

5/13/11

14,447.00

Keller

Dell

R610

26RZXQ1

7/19/11

5,480.64

Dell

R610

26R4YQ1

7/19/11

5,480.64

Keller (pacioos2)
Keller
(lawelawe2)

Dell

3SLG2G1

4/22/08

5,233.03

ITS (lawelawe)

Hitachi

2950 III
UltraStar
STH77088

SHU808110002812

11/5/08

35,462.00

ITS (old RAID)

Dell

R510

2168M1

2/25/10

5,216.64

HIG (pacioos)

Dell

2950

9FF0W31

5/14/09

6,192.77

HIG (epscor)

Dell
Dell

MD3600F
R710

9C4L6S1, DN9ZJN1
FLZ84S1

8/29/11
9/25/11

29,563.75
12,704.09

HIG (epscor)
HIG (epscor)

Dell

R710

GRGFJN1

HIG (epscor)
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Server Dell
PowerEdge
Server Dell
PowerEdge
Server Dell
PowerEdge
Server Dell
PowerEdge
Infortrend 96TB
RAID array

145782

Dell

R710

6562NM1

HIG (epscor)

Dell

R210

6LZJJN1

HIG (epscor)

Dell

R210

7LZJJN1

HIG (epscor)

Dell

R620

Storehouse

11/1/14

5,441

Keller

11/1/14

16,872

Keller

Table 60. PacIOOS data serving machines.

G.

Software

There are many different programs running on the various machines. Error!
Reference source not found. shows a summary of the main programs that are
needed for the data services.
Server/Page
apache-http
apache-tomcat
java
python
THREDDS

LAS

ferret
ncSOS
ERDDAP

Version
2.2.8
8.0.24
1.8.0_60
2.7
4.6.3

8.4 rc2

6.9.5
1.2.1
1.64

Dapper/DChart
GeoServer

GeoWebCache

2.4.8

tbd

Dependency

Do not install Python
3+.
Tomcat 7+
Java 7+

ferret 6.9.5
Tomcat 7+
Java 7+
needs JDK for install
(not just JRE)
TDS
ant 1.8+
TDS
Java 8+
Tomcat (preferably
its own container)

Tomcat
Java
Tomcat
Java 7+
PostgreSQL/PostGIS
other?

Tomcat

Protocol Supported

Machine
lawelawe
lawelawe
lawelawe
lawelawe

OPeNDAP
WMS (ncWMS)
WCS
SOS (ncSOS 1.2.1)
ISO 19115 (ncISO)
NCSS
OPeNDAP (F-TDS)

SOS
OPeNDAP
ISO 19115
FGDC
RSS
ERDDAP REST
WMS (EPSG:4326)
OPeNDAP
WMS
WMS-C
WMTS
TMS
WCS
WFS
GWC
WMS

lawelawe

lawelawe

lawelawe
lawelawe
lawelawe

lawelawe
geo

geo
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Java
GeoExplorer
pycsw

PostgreSQL
PostGIS

custom
1.8.2

9.1.3
(lawelawe)
2.0.0
(lawelawe)

DataTurbine
PHP

5.2.6

WordPress

4.3.1

MySQL
ImageMagick
MapServer

XSLT
Metadata Pages

Status Monitor

Voyager

5.0.67
6.7.9-6
6.0.3

GeoServer
Tomcat
Python 2.6 or 2.7
Apache (cgi-bin OK,
WSGI preferred)
python modules:
lxml, SQLAlchemy,
pyproj, Shapely,
OWSLib.

WMS-C
WMTS
TMS
geo
CSW

lawelawe

SQL

lawelawe
geo
lawelawe
geo

PostgreSQL 9.1.3
geos-3.3.3
json-c-0.9

lawelawe
PHP
MySQL
LZMA compression
-disable-openmp?
Apache
PostgreSQL/PostGIS
libpng, freetype 2.x,
GD (libgd) 2.0.29+,
zlib, libproj, libcurl,
OGR, GDAL, AGG,
libtiff, libgeotiff,
libjpeg, GEOS 4.10+,
libxml, libpq
Python libxml2
Python libxslt
XSLT (Python
libxml2 and libxslt)
TDS (ncISO)
ISO 19115
sendmail
Apache
Python:
scipy.io.netcdf,
netCDF4.
TDS
ERDDAP
MapServer
GeoServer
Python
ImageMagick
MySQL
PostGIS/PostgreSQL
CasperJS

SOL
lawelawe
lawelawe
WMS
WCS
WFS

lawelawe

lawelawe
lawelawe

lawelawe

lawelawe
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Voyager Mobile
Kiosks

Shoreline Change
Beach Safety
Cable Survey
Sentinel Site
Shark Tracks
Ocean Acidification
Sea Level Rise
Coral Cover
Habitat Blueprint

ICAC
Waianae Ordnance
Fukushima
Mamala Bay
Weather Stations
Wave Gliders Page

wget, curl.
ingest crons
Voyager
Git (for PhoneGap >
iOS app)
Troy’s PHP
TDS
John’s kiosk.py and
get_weather.py
(Apache cgi-bin)
GeoServer

Voyager Mobile
Voyager
John’s
get_co2_data.py cron
GeoServer
GeoServer
GeoServer
TDS
MapServer
ImageMagick
GeoServer

ERDDAP

lawelawe
lawelawe

SOL
lawelawe
lawelawe
lawelawe
lawelawe
lawelawe
lawelawe

lawelawe
lawelawe
lawelawe
lawelawe
lawelawe
lawelawe

Table 61. Data server versions and requirements.
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